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                The War of the Worlds

                
 by   H. G. Wells 
The war of the worlds is a science fiction novel by H.G.Wells. Martians came, conquered and finally succumbed to bacterias. We, the humans think, we are the king of the earth over all living creatures. This novel breaks our thinking of supremacy over the earth. This science fiction is written in two parts as the invasion (The coming of the Martians..
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                Tales of Space and Time

                
 by   H. G. Wells 
Tales of Space and Time is Written in the last decade of eighteenth century by Science fiction novelist H.G Wells. These stories were published as periodicals in multiple volumes in monthly magazines. This is a collection of 3 short stories (The Crystal Egg, The Star and The Man Who Could Work Miracles ) and 2 Novels ( A Story Of The Stone Age &..
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                The Invisible Man

                
 by   H. G. Wells 
Wells' The Invisible Man is a story of a scientist, who invents a method to make human body invisible to others by absorbing the illumination and not reflecting it. Griffin, A medical student , quits his study on medicine, and devotes himself to research on optics. With his research a human body can be made invisible and he successfully t..
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                A Princess of Mars

                
 by   Edgar Rice Burroughs 
A Princess of Mars written by Edgar Rice Burroughs is a science fiction fantasy novel and its publication triggered many things including new genres like Planetary Romance and Pulp Fiction also Barsoom series of books which had inspired many 20th century fiction writers including Jack Vance, Ray Bradbury, Arthur C. Clarke, Robert A. Heinlein, and J..
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                2 B R 0 2 B

                
 by   Kurt Vonnegut 
2 B R 0 2 B written by Kurt Vonnegut, is a science fiction story; the title refers the famous phrase “To be Or Not To Be” from Shakespeare’s “Hamlet”.


This short story is based on the theme, A society with indefinite life span with Aging is cured and every birth has to be compensated by a volunteering death. Edward K. Wehling, Jr is in a dilem..
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                Anthem

                
 by   Ayn Rand 
Anthem is written by Ayn Rand, A Russian born American novelist with multifaceted personalities as philosopher, screenwriter and playwright. Before moving her career to non-fiction works, she had written many novels including her best sellers “The Fountainhead ” and ”Atlas Shrugged”.

Anthem is a dystopian novel based on the theme, the world has ..
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                The Island of Doctor Moreau

                
 by   H. G. Wells 
The Island of Doctor Moreau is a science fiction novel written by H. G. Wells, an English writer and remembered as “The Father of Science Fiction” with his notable works such as The Invisible Man, The War of the Worlds, The Time Machine and A Modern Utopia.

This novel is based on the theme of degeneration and animal vivisection. Edward Prendick,..
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                Second Variety

                
 by   Philip K. Dick 
Second Variety is a science fiction short story about self-replicating robots written, by Philip Kindred Dick, an American Author who contributed to science fiction genre of literary world with his works such as The Man in the High Castle, The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch, Flow My Tears, the Policeman Said, A Scanner Darkly and Second Variety ..
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